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Development ( >t cork-wings on certain trees. II.

EMILY L. GREGORY.

Acer campestre Linn.

Two kinds of Acer were examined, one, A. campestre. con-
icuonsly winged till tin- stem is three or four rears old, the
tier, A. moHspessulanum Linn., much less, though the earlv

part of its periderm formation is very similar to that of A.
campestre. Th development differs in both cases from that
of Qiiercus, sufficient!) . perhaps, to warrant a brief descrip-
tion.

Pei ...... . . ,.

layer of primary rind becoming phellogen and developing
centripetailv 13 just as in case of Quercus. The breakim
takes place along the six angles, the subsequently increased
rapidity of growth under these fissures occurs, but with this

difference, there is no line of distinction between the cells of

the periderm formed previous to the splitting along the an-

gles, and those of the wing formed by the renewed energy
of the phellogen under these fissures. Instead of five, as in

Quercus, there are six longitudinal bands growing faster

than the remaining six ; this continues till a furrow is formed
along the top of each wing, making a similar shell-shaped

appearance on the cross section as in Quercus. (See fig. n.)
NoNow very earlv in the development of the wing, the cells ot

toe remaining six bands begin to grow and increase more
rapidly than those of the former six, thus the central portion

°t each furrow is forced out until the edge of the wing is per-

ectly straight, in most instances no signs of the furrow being

left. There is now no difference in the appearance of the

ceii s of the entire win*. Toward the end of the summer, or

the be^-'c oegmnin.. grow
Sloped wings, the clefts between each two successive ones

reaching qu ; t e down to the phellogen layer. The cells of

lj* remaining epidermis have been so protected by this

rl?r^ ipetal is used her * as by Sanio, in the seose
r «st the center of the stem.
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breaking in fissures and subsequent curling up, that not un-
frequently the hairs from this tissue are seen along the
smooth surface of the wing. This is shown in figure n.a.
As the autumn growth begins, several layers of narrow
plate cells are formed entirely around the stem and it now
takes its winter's rest. In the* following spring, the manner
of growth seems to vary. In most stems examined the pro-
cess was quite similar to that of Qiiercus, the entire zone of
phellogen cells developing rapidly till the protecting band
of thicker walled plate cells breaks at the fissures and the new
growth forces outward the last year's wings. This rarely,
if ever, continued longer than till the third year; the growth
of the three years' stems, as well as many of the two years',
being as follows : As the girdle of plate "cells breaks/the in-

creased growth in circumference of the entire rind cells ap-
pears to take place most rapidly in sections under the fissures.

or between the wings of the' first or second year's growth.
The periderm cells are formed more or less uniformly, but
the foundations are laid for new wings between those already
formed. In this way six more wings are formed, and not
many seasons after this, the stem assumes the ordinary
ridged and furrowed appearance which is no longer described
as winged. Thus the transition from wings to ordinary fur-

rowed periderm takes place. This method of transition i

carried still further in

Acer monspessuuvnum L.

~. ...v, ^^..u j ra , is similar to the third and tourtn 01 u«
sterns of the former. Little wings are formed between those
ot the first year so rapidly that a fissure occurs along the

edges of these during their first year's growth ; that is the

second year of the stem. (See fig: 14./.) The result of the

repetition of this process is the formation of a periderm
around the older branches with rather shallow and irregular
urrows and by no means prominent ridges. This specie-

thus may be considered a transition form between the regu-
lai cork wings of A. campestre and the comparatively smooth
periderm on the young branches of the common maple.

LlQJJlDAMBAR StYRACIFLUA L.
The cork wings found on this tree have one striking pe-

culiarity which renders them an exception to all other case-
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examined. This is their eccentric or one-sided origin and
growth. In this respect the species seems to stand quite
alone. The specimens examined in the summer of 1887
were taken from trees of various ages and places of growth,
all of them were under cultivation and all in the vicinity of
Philadelphia, except those from the Arnold arboretum. In
the summer of 1888, examples were obtained from trees of
different ages growing wild near Woodbury, N. J. The
results obtained from these, while confirming in most respects
those obtained from the specimens of the previous vear, were
much more satisfactory, as the voung tree in its early stages,

up to those of fifteen years old, could be observed under
natural conditions. The wings of the lateral branches appear
always on the upper side, running along between the leaves,

two, three and sometimes four in number. They generally

stand at such an angle as to form troughs along the entire

length of the branches. These are, of course, interrupted

at the nodes by the leaf-petioles, but they slope gradually

toward each other, so that the effect of a continuous trough
is often produced. The main trunk is entirely surrounded
by deep ridges and furrows along that part free from branches,

and extending up perhaps halfway through the crown of the

tree. Above this a smooth periderm appears. A large num-
ber of specimens were studied, with a view of discovering
* e cause of the one-sided growth on the lateral branches.

The principal results of the anatomical study may be

given in few words.
.

The first appearance of periderm formation occurs early

m the year, but in most cases the youngest internodes of the

year's growth are covered only by epidermis. The phelJo-

gen cells are in this case the second layer from the epidermis,

so there is one layer of rind cells cut off, as de Barv says ot

a similar case, withdut wings, "for a very small barK.

L enticels are developed with this first periderm in consider-

able numbers. On the lateral branches at the time ot the

beginning of the cork wings, they are much larger, bettei

developed and somewhat more numerous on the upper than

°n- the under side of the stem. With this exception the

growth appears perfectly normal, a periderm o seveiaJ my

Jf
is developed around the stem with lenticels connecting

the nnd cells with the outer air. After a time, alongthe

JPper side of the older internodes of this year s stems gbe noticed an increase in the tissue around the lenticels. in*

ma7 be easily identified by the naked eye as cork tissue trom

th
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its color, which is slightly reddish, and different from the
rest of the surface. This is the first beginning f the wing;
the tissue soon spreads from one lenticel to another until a

ridge is seen extending along the upper surface of the inter-

node. It is not possible to say that the wing always takes its

rise from the lenticels, in this way, as instances of its origin

between the lenticels, then spreading out so as to include them
afterward, may have been overlooked. No such cork tissue^

were found entirely disconnected from the lenticels. An-
other fact pointing to the lenticellular origin of the wing is,

there were several examples, where, for some lack of favor-
able conditions, the wing formation had stopped with th<

growth of cork immediatelv under the lenticels in such a

manner that a number of these, lying in almost a straight line

on the upper side of several successive internodes, were
raised up from the surface for a distance of one or two milli-

meters. Usually there was only one ridge of cork at first;

often, however, there were several smaller ones branching
oil, so that when developed a number of wings stood out at

different angles.
The manner of growth of this tissue does not differ essen-

tially trom that of the previously described type. The phel-
logen layer in the vicinitv of The lenticels becomes endued
with unusual vitality

; cells are cut off centripetalJy, and by
this means the lentictd is raised up or away from the rind, a

large number of cork cells intervening between it and the
rind-cells. The opening of the lenticel now takes the place
of the fissure made over the corner of the angular stem of
Quercus and Acer above described. As the epidermis i.^

raised up along the band, the longitudinal fissures already
existing m the lenticels spread from one to the other until a
continuous cleft is made along the whole internode. In this

way are laid the foundations for two wings, which appear to

be the normal number. In manv cases, however, the devel-
opment about each lenticel takes" place in such a manner that
instead of one connected line along the internode, several
are formed

; these often join each other at different points so
that closed furrows are formed, the number of ridges, or
wings, thus being increased to three, four, and even live ;

in

the last case they nearly encircle the stem.
In those wings breaking along the openings of the lenti-

cels which have been described as normal, there occurs also
another break which separates the wing from the remaining
tissues. This is a break along the edges of the band of corky
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tissue where it joins the regular periderm. This is shown in

fig. 15, b. This breaking is prevented at first by the cells

along these lines forming new walls at such an cries as to forma „ ....^ .v~„,,. Jr ,

a tan-like spreading. large enough to accommodate the rap-

idly growing wing. The rapidity of growth, at first greater
in the center of the wing, appears t" gravitate toward the

edges, and the break occurs. Both sections of the wing are

now free to be shoved out by the rapidly growing phellogen.
In the meantime the fissure in the middle, originating from
the lenticel opening, increases till it reaches in many cases

quite down to the primary rind. Toward the fall, about the

middle of September in the examples studied, there are

tormed several layers of plate cells, extending around the

whole stem. When growth is resumed in the following

spring, the formation of cork is limited strictly to the phello-

gen under the wings ; its rapid growth breaks the bands ot

plate cells and new' layers are formed, pushing outward the

growth of the previous'year. As long as the vitality remains

principally in the phellogen cells under the wings, this pro-

cess is repeated 1 ichyear; the breaking which takes place

on renewed growth in the spring follows the lines already

started, and the age of the stem may be estimated as surely

by the number of broken bands of plate-cells along the edge

oi the wing, as by the number of woodv rings on the other

side of the" cambium ring. The material for this study was

yery abundant, and a large number of specimens was exam-

ined
: among them all was onlv one case in which the num-

ber of annual layers of cork did not agree with the number
-- "»«.«»*uc«a ia\ tia ui turn ua« nut 1.^'

. . r
of woodv layers of the stem. In this instance six rings 01

cork were found, where onlv three of wood could with cer-

tainty be detected. It is impossible to say. m this case,

whether two rings of cork had been added each year en

whether the annual marking off of the wood had failed mtl e

manv branches whose woodv growth is not w«; '-£

se cork wings reach a comparatively enormous size. .on

curing in deoth twice and three times as much aa » tnej *»

e wings.

;!

meter of the remaining part of the stem. Some have ^Dee

lou nd fully thr ee centimeters in depth, and one and a

centimeters is not an uncommon size. Hiese lar

*ben found on lateral branches, occur mmost cas on en

xvh, ch have elosed their growth in length. Those ,.«e

**ose growth in length is prolonged from yea. toyeai
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they form the main branches of the crown, begin, when
young, to develop wings in the ordinary manner, and con-
tinue doing so for six or eight years. Then on the older in-

ternodes the development under the wings becomes less and
less in amount ; the ordinary periderm ace mmo-.lates itself

to the increasing size of the "surface of the other parts of the
stem, that under the wings apparently remaining stationary,
until it is highly probable in many cases the growth of the

wing entirely ceases and the phellogen of the entire circum-
ference resumes its function of uniform growth, and the wings
are slowly cracked oft'. However this may be, many of the

larger stems appear to be covered with a nearly smooth per-

iderm, and many others are nearly smooth at the place where
they join the main trunk, while further on toward their ex-

tremities they are profusely covered with wings.
Now taking the growth of the main stem from its origin,

a young tree, three years old, was cut oft" about one and a
hall feet from the ground. At this height the circumference
was nearly covered with the cork wings, but by looking care-
fully it could be seen there was still a distinct longitudinal
strip or band which was yet free from this growth except
under the lenticels. This was more and more easily traced
as one looked upward, until the last year's shoot which
showed the typical one-sided formation. So with the old-

est internodes of this yearns growth ; date, Julv 16. The
whole length of this year's growth of main stem was
forty-six centimeters ; the lower thirteen centimeters had
well-developed cork wings, above this none had yet ap-
peared. Lateral branches growing out from this portion of
the main stem were also supplied with wings on their older
internodes. It is easy to see how the whole bole of the tree

probably becomes covered with its ridged and furrowed per-
iderm In the tree just described, the longitudinal strip or
band along which ran no regular wings was already supplied
with corky tissue at the lenticels, raising these slightly from
the surface. The phellogen cells of this tissue probably soon
after the third or fourth year become endowed with special
activity

;
the layer is extended from lenticel to lenticel, just

as m the first year's growth, till at last connected ridges are
ormed, more or less irregular in their course, as the lenticels

have no regular order of arrangement. These ridges assume,
after a few years, an appearance entirely similar to those of

the first year's growth. In fact, intermediate stages ap-
peared already present where the lenticels appeared in cer-
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tain stages, leadin to the final result of covering the whole

trunk of the tr< Ridges from a tree of fifteen years were

broken off about four feet from the ground. The annual

deposition of corky substance was seen here to diminish as

the tree grows older, the later years' rings being much nar-

rower than the earlier ones.

Biological Deft. (
r
nrv. of Penn.

Botany at the University of Gottingen.

W. E. STONE.

The botanical department of the University at Gottragen

of which I have been requested to write a description has

never been particularly famous, vet has won and retan eu

excellent reputation in Germany for its good work and lavo -

able advantages. Persons whose experience warrants

expression of an opinion, consider the arrangement .oi u

laboratory to be equalled by few others in ^Europe, ^JJJ
garden is notably well stocked and cared tor. ror

much credit is due Prof. Graf zu Solas Laubac* .who tor

many years was director of the same and Protes ^ .

J
Te.

tematic botany. In the spring of the present ear he

ceived almost simultaneous calls to the ^f^^^ the
burg and Berlin, accepted the former, and do* occupie

chair of deBarv. . . • ._ <.u« «hv»io-chair of deBarv.
, .

, a • tn the p h\ ^io-
ti • •' .. i« • • „*"+Kq ,m/rtrk here into mc p- j

There is a tacit division ot the woi iv nci
ided ovel - by

logical and systematic departments, eacn j

P

branch
different professors, and each with its own laborator) ,

library and lecture room. , _ rn ress0 r ot 81
-

The present director of the garden andPj^
a t .

tematic botany is Dr. Peters, formerly a stiu
aduffl hai

ant with Xageli. His work upon the gem
. tVon i

secured him special notice. Me was called to^ *

Munich, to take the place of Prof. S .^?thenot rem; k-

acres of ground, lying partly ^« the
r
de fense for

! old « wall." The latter is no on e ^ hund d—it was planned and built some biee ena de

years ago, but has become * P]e *?**A* b i e row of fine old

with grassy slopes and planted with a oou


